Potential long term water yield impacts from pine plantation management strategies in the southeastern United States
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ABSTRACT

Changes in global bioenergy consumption have catalyzed the emergence of forest plantations as an important energy alternative. In the southeastern United States, land cover changes caused by increasing demands for pine trees as a bioenergy feedstock incite associated impacts on local ecosystem services (e.g., water yield). However, water yield impacts from pine plantation management strategies, such as thinning and short rotation, have yet to be simultaneously examined on multiple spatial scales. Here, we modeled the effects of thinning and clear-cut conditions on long term mean annual water yield across a 55-year time horizon at the watershed scale (watershed area ranging 696 – 7,374 km²) in northern Florida, southern Georgia, and southern Alabama. Additionally, we assessed the long term water yield effects of thinning, clear-cut, and short-rotation management at the pine plantation (i.e., plot) scale. We compared three plot-level evapotranspiration models as well as the watershed-level Water Supply Stress Index water balance model to simulate plot and watershed hydrologic responses from pine plantation management scenarios. Both methods showed that 10% thinning had the smallest increase in water yield (~6%), while clear-cut conditions imposed the greatest increase (up to 51% for plot scale and up to 25% for watershed scale simulations). Short-rotation management caused plot-level water yield increases ranging from 3% to 24%. Overall, greater water yield effects were seen in site simulations, rather than in watersheds, reinforcing the importance of scale when assessing water budget impacts given land cover changes. These results suggest that landowners have agency over the magnitude of water that is yielded from their plantations and that local water supply shortages can be mitigated by changing forestry biomass management strategies. The opportunity to supplement local water availability is especially valuable within the context of changing climate cycles that may bring about drier local conditions. The multi-scale approach presented here can support efforts from landowners and water managers to optimize profit as well as ecosystem service provision.

1. Introduction

The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change has identified biomass energy as a key pathway for mitigating global carbon emissions and consequent future climate change (Chum et al., 2011). Many governments throughout the world have instituted policies promoting biomass energy use, resulting in demand increases for biomass resources suitable for bioenergy production. In the southeastern United States, agricultural land use conversions for bioenergy production are expected to come mostly in the form of loblolly pine plantations (U.S. Department of Energy, 2016; Núñez-Regueiro et al., 2021; Perdue et al., 2017; USDA 2010). Pine plantation owners have responded to these changing energy standards and have increased profits by overseeing a variety of factors ranging from fertilization rates to physical site characteristics (Trlica et al., 2021; Vance et al., 2010). As such, plantations are subject to various management practices for harvesting biomass for energy, as opposed to more traditional forest products (e.g., paper, board, and lumber). Practices for bioenergy harvesting include thinning, clear cut, and short rotation, where trees are typically harvested from younger stands (U.S. Department of Energy, 2016). Plantation management diversification can benefit the landowner economically and environmentally and can even yield benefits for local ecosystem services, like increased water availability. Such landscape alterations likely affect hydrological cycles across spatial scales with varying, nonlinear impacts.
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Brazilian watersheds characterized by managed pine and natural forests in the North Carolina, USA, coastal plain (Liu et al., 2018) and three differing mechanistic drivers. Recent studies of loblolly pine plantations in humid regions show variable results and suggest the importance of 2021). Moreover, research that addresses short rotation impacts on hydrologic changes of 10% had the biggest overall impact on Q rates.

Existing investigations on water yield (Q) responses to thinning in humid regions show variable results and suggest the importance of differing mechanistic drivers. Recent studies of loblolly pine plantations in the North Carolina, USA, coastal plain (Liu et al., 2018) and three Brazilian watersheds characterized by managed pine and natural forests (Perrando et al., 2021) indicated that thinning did not have a statistically significant impact on Q, as compared to baseline managed forest conditions. Instead, Q was mostly governed by P rates. However, Liu et al. (2018) determined leaf area index (LAI) was the next most important factor to P for governing ET and soil moisture when evaluating the conterminous U.S. A stronger hydrologic influence from land cover was found by McLaughlin et al. (2013), who reported that lower vegetative density of slash pine plantations in north Florida coastal plains yield higher Q rates. Susaeta et al. (2017) evaluated loblolly pine plantations in the coastal plains of South Carolina, Georgia, and Florida and similarly concluded Q increased with thinning and less dense tree planting. Additionally, it has been found that thinning loblolly pine stands in the coastal plain significantly increased flow (Grace et al., 2006). Lastly, Sun et al. (2015) applied the Water Supply Stress Index (WaSSI) model (Sun et al., 2011b) to test 18 scenarios at the 8-digit United States Geological Survey Hydrologic Unit Code scale (HUC8) across the conterminous United States and combined LAI reductions, a mean of 3,158 km². Land cover, climate, and infiltration (Peña-Arancibia et al., 2019).

Understanding of water yield impacts from bioenergy-based forestry management across a suite of management practices at multiple spatial scales is a known research gap (Evans and Cohen, 2009; Vose et al., 2014; Sun et al., 2017). It is unclear if forest thinning and clearing practices can help to mitigate the effects of drought, especially in watersheds that are heavily forested (Sun et al., 2015). Additional factors may dampen the expected ET decrease that occurs with clearing or thinning management conditions. For example, in energy-limited watersheds, water availability in the form of precipitation (P) can promote plant growth and allow the root system to recover such that longer-term ET rates can be sustained. Shallow groundwater tables in the vadose zone provide a means for roots to establish and grow a more extensive understory and canopy system, even after thinning has taken place (Liu et al., 2018). Moreover, research that addresses short rotation impacts on water yield is especially lacking (Griffiths et al., 2019; Vache et al., 2021).

We applied two approaches to quantify hydrologic response to potential forest management scenarios. First, we conducted a regional watershed-scale analysis, which included an ecohydrological model (i.e., WaSSI) and a total of 48 HUC8 watersheds within the coastal plains of Alabama, Georgia, and Florida that contain the most productive pine plantation forests within the U.S. southeast (Perdue et al., 2017). Second, we evaluated hydrologic response at the plot scale using multiple analytical methods, including a process-based LAI model (Gonzalez-Benecke et al., 2011), a locally developed empirical LAI model (McLaughlin et al., 2013), and a series of locally developed empirical ET models (Cohen et al., 2018, Sun et al., 2011a). This multi-method approach was done to 1) reconcile the limitations of WaSSI, 2) form appropriate comparisons, and 3) provide uncertainty of hydrological response to biomass management. We detail each modeling approach below.

2.1. Study region and watersheds

The 48 watersheds in the coastal plains of Alabama, Georgia, and Florida (Figure S1) that we examined represent the study region of previous related work that investigated bioenergy effects on a variety of ecosystem services (Gottlieb et al., 2017; Jones et al., 2020; Loy et al., 2020; Ober et al., 2020; Jones et al., 2022). The watershed areas ranged from 696 to 7,374 km², with mean of 3,158 km². Land cover, climate, and runoff data were retrieved from the online WaSSI modeling platform (https://web.wassiweb.fs.usda.gov/), which were compiled at the United States Geological Survey HUC8 watershed scale. Climate and runoff timeseries data were based on FLUXNET eddy flux, PRISM, and USGS streamflow measurements, while land cover was established for the year 2011 (taken from Homer et al., 2015). Figure S1 shows watershed mean forest cover in 2011, as well as mean P and aridity...
index (ratio of P to potential evapotranspiration, PET) conditions for 1961–2015. The 1961–2015 timeframe was chosen as the evaluation period to represent the long term mean annual water budget, and so that multiple short rotations could be simulated across a time horizon. Forest cover ranges from around 10% to 50% in the assessed watersheds, with most watersheds consisting of approximately 25–40% forest coverage. In this case, forest coverage was an aggregate of all forest types: deciduous forest, evergreen forest, and mixed forest. Watersheds in Florida generally experienced higher mean annual P and higher levels of humidity, as noted by the aridity index, than those in Alabama and Georgia.

2.2. Management scenarios

At the plot scale, we evaluated the impact on mean annual Q given three primary pine plantation management conditions: various degrees of thinning that correspond with the thinning levels of Sun et al., 2015 (10%, 20%, 50%, and 80% LAI reductions); short rotation (intensive 10-year and typical 18-year rotations); and clear-cut (100% reduction in LAI). Fig. 1 illustrates example changes in tree biomass and associated Q under each of the three primary management conditions as they compare to mature pine plantations. For these condition-based depictions, 50% thinning and 18-year short rotation scenarios are common thinning and short rotation conditions and are used to illustrate Q impacts under these respective practices. Compared to mature pine plantations, Q is expected to increase with clear-cut conditions. Short rotation Q rates vary over the course of the biomass growth cycle, which is dictated by tree growth stage (Fig. 1C). It should be noted that the same thinning and clear-cut conditions that were evaluated at the watershed scale would cause a similar hydrologic response to that described for plot-scale scenarios.

We addressed Q impacts under various pine plantation management strategies at both plot and watershed scales (Fig. 2). Thinning and clear-cut conditions were assessed at the watershed scale, and thinning, clear-cut, and short rotation management strategies were evaluated at the plot scale. It is important to note that relative changes in Q are scale-dependent, and so water availability impacts will be more pronounced at smaller spatial scales. Therefore, Fig. 2 shows a greater relative influence of clear-cut conditions on Q in the illustrated plot than it does for the illustrated watershed. Moreover, the proportion of original forested area in a watershed will determine management-induced Q changes, since logically less forested area equates to less potential management area and therefore lower watershed scale Q impacts.

2.3. WaSSI watershed modeling

The WaSSI tool is an integrated monthly ecohydrological model used for quantifying water and carbon budget impacts from changes in anthropogenic (i.e., land use change and water demand) and climatic drivers at the HUC8 watershed scale (Sun et al., 2011b; Caldwell et al., 2015). Several components of the water budget can be estimated by this model, including ET, Q, and soil moisture storage. Specifically, changes in forest LAI (i.e., aggregated deciduous, evergreen, and mixed forest) and land cover conversions as well as changes in climatic conditions can be evaluated for their effects on monthly ET and Q. The WaSSI model was built by incorporating FLUXNET ET and carbon flux measurements, has been validated with gauged streamflow (Li et al., 2020), and has shown to yield comparable basin-scale results to Soil Water Assessment Tool (Caldwell et al., 2015). The model has been applied within large spatial scale assessments up to the national level to estimate water yield from various land cover types (Liu et al., 2021). Given this validation and that long term mean annual, larger spatial scale water budget assessments promote less variability than smaller spatiotemporal scale evaluations (e.g., interannual variability is muted), we assume that
WaSSI sufficiently captures long term watershed ET dynamics, thus obviating a need to develop additional ET estimates.

This study utilized the interactive online WaSSI platform through which mean annual Q impacts from thinning were assessed using a similar approach to Sun et al. (2015). For this study, WaSSI was used to assess HUC8 watershed sensitivity to four thinning levels (10%, 20%, 50%, and 80% LAI reductions) and clear-cut conditions (100% LAI reduction) (Figs. 4-5). To run these simulations, baseline climate data was set to historic for years 1961–2015, with appropriate LAI adjusted to reflect forest thinning and clearing for each scenario. Changes in long term mean annual Q for each watershed under the various scenario were compared to their corresponding baseline Q conditions across the evaluated time period.

2.4. Ensemble plot-scale simulations with ET models

When short rotation strategies are implemented, pine stand biomass as represented by LAI increases over time as planted saplings grow and mature, clear cut harvesting events occur with corresponding LAI decreases, and saplings are planted to complete a full stand rotation. There is a temporal limitation of the online version of the WaSSI model in that dynamic changes in LAI across an assessed time horizon, such as those involved in short rotation scenarios, cannot be examined using this framework. Therefore, multiple empirical ET models (Table 1) were

Fig. 2. Conceptual relationship of plot and watershed scales. (A) shows the comparative plot (encompassed by red rectangle) hydrologic effects within the watershed, while (B) shows hydrologic effects at the watershed scale. The example pine plantation management scenario illustrated here is clear-cut, and expected water yield is depicted by number and thickness of blue arrows.

Fig. 3. Modeled long term monthly ET as a function of long term monthly PET, P, and LAI for 14 validation watersheds (n = 168 data points), following the methodology of Sun et al. (2011a) (A), Cohen et al. (2018) (B), and the model created in this study (C).
employed to create an ensemble of simulations to form a reasonable estimate range of long term mean annual water budget impacts. This approach allowed for the examination of short rotation events with a dynamic LAI as well as the thinning and clear-cut practices that the WaSSI model evaluated. We employed multiple ET models to provide uncertainty of estimates of plot level water budgets under forest management scenarios (Table 1).

Here, 10- and 18-year stand rotations (SR10 and SR18, respectively) were assessed, where 10-year rotations represent more intensive systems that may be more financially attractive for bioenergy production (Trlica et al., 2021), and 18-year rotations represent more typical biological rotation ages (Gonzalez-Benecke et al., 2011). The same 55-year time horizon used in the watershed scale WaSSI analysis allowed for assessment of at least two full pine stand rotations.

Two different methods for estimating LAI growth (Gonzalez-Benecke et al., 2011; McLaughlin et al., 2013) and three different ET models (Equations 2–4) were used to assess pine management-induced Q impacts (Table 1). LAI is modeled as a function of stand age. It is important to note that LAI can be characterized in various ways, potentially confounding comparisons across measurements (Asner et al., 2003). The present analysis considered both statistically-determined LAI and mechanistically-determined LAI. McLaughlin et al. (2013) statistically

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Water budget estimation method</th>
<th>LAI method</th>
<th>ET method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>McLaughlin et al., 2013</td>
<td>Sun et al., 2011a (statistical)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>McLaughlin et al., 2013</td>
<td>Cohen et al., 2018 (statistical)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>McLaughlin et al., 2013</td>
<td>This study (statistical)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Gonzalez-Benecke et al., 2011</td>
<td>ET (Sun et al., 2011a) (statistical)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Gonzalez-Benecke et al., 2011</td>
<td>Cohen et al., 2018 (statistical)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Gonzalez-Benecke et al., 2011</td>
<td>This study (statistical)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

employed to create an ensemble of simulations to form a reasonable estimate range of long term mean annual water budget impacts. This approach allowed for the examination of short rotation events with a dynamic LAI as well as the thinning and clear-cut practices that the WaSSI model evaluated. We employed multiple ET models to provide uncertainty of estimates of plot level water budgets under forest management scenarios (Table 1).

Here, 10- and 18-year stand rotations (SR10 and SR18, respectively) were assessed, where 10-year rotations represent more intensive systems that may be more financially attractive for bioenergy production (Trlica et al., 2021), and 18-year rotations represent more typical biological rotation ages (Gonzalez-Benecke et al., 2011). The same 55-year time horizon used in the watershed scale WaSSI analysis allowed for assessment of at least two full pine stand rotations.

Two different methods for estimating LAI growth (Gonzalez-Benecke et al., 2011; McLaughlin et al., 2013) and three different ET models (Equations 2–4) were used to assess pine management-induced Q impacts (Table 1). LAI is modeled as a function of stand age. It is important to note that LAI can be characterized in various ways, potentially confounding comparisons across measurements (Asner et al., 2003). The present analysis considered both statistically-determined LAI and mechanistically-determined LAI. McLaughlin et al. (2013) statistically

Table 1 Six water budget calculation techniques that include two models for Leaf Area Index (LAI) and three methods for evapotranspiration (ET) estimation. Results of these six water budget estimation methods are shown in Fig. 6.
estimated plot scale total LAI, $\text{LAI}_p$, based on a variety of dominant species, through a change-point regression-based model shown as a function of southeastern pine stand age, $x$, in years by.

$$\text{LAI}_p = \begin{cases} 
3.0x & \leq 6 \\
0.5x - 0.026x & < x \leq 13 \\
6.5x & > 13
\end{cases}$$

(1)

These LAI$_p$ values were converted to mean annual projected LAI, $\text{LAI}_y$, by applying the 2.68 conversion factor used by McLaughlin et al. (2013) for pine plantations in the southeastern U.S. (i.e., $\text{LAI}_p \times 2.68 = \text{LAI}_y$) (Johnson, 1984; Vose and Allen, 1988).

Additionally, LAI$_p$ was mechanistically estimated by the Growth Yield and Carbon Balance (GYCB) Model for planted loblolly pines under short rotation conditions, version 1.32 (Gonzalez-Benecke et al., 2011). Like Equation (1), this excel-based model is not spatially explicit but is based on equations specifically calibrated for loblolly pine plantations in the coastal plains and piedmont regions of the southeastern U.S. The GYCB Model has been validated against data reported in the literature for carbon accumulation and net ecosystem production for loblolly pine plantations. Therefore, we used this model to compare hypothetical thinning and short rotation impacts on general Q rates at the plot scale.

These modeled LAI$_p$ were simulated from establishment (planting). The relationship between LAI and ET rates were then statistically determined to assess short rotation, thinning, and clear-cut impacts on long term mean annual Q via the long-term water budget. Thinning and clear-cut scenarios were simulated by reducing modeled LAI from baseline conditions, which were assumed to be pine plantations at mature stand age ($\geq$14 years old). This age was chosen because it is the growth stage at which LAI no longer increases for both McLaughlin et al. (2013) and GYCB LAI frameworks. An illustrative example of LAI dynamics as they relate to ET under short rotation conditions over time can be seen in Figure S2, which illustrates McLaughlin et al. (2013) LAI and GYCB LAI frameworks. An illustrative example of LAI dynamics as they relate to ET under short rotation conditions over time can be seen in Figure S2, which illustrates McLaughlin et al. (2013) LAI and ET calculated by the Sun et al. (2011a) model (Equation (2)). Over the 55-year time horizon, ET was estimated through three regression models as a function of long term mean annual P, ET, LAI, and PET. Sun et al. (2011a) derived an ET model from eddy flux and sapflow regression models as a function of long term mean annual P, ET, LAI, and PET. Sun et al. (2011a) model (Equation (2)).

$$ET_m = 11.94 + 4.76\text{LAI}_m + \text{PET}_m (0.032\text{LAI}_m + 0.0026\text{P}_m + 0.15)$$

(2)

Cohen et al. (2018) provides an update to the ET regression equation from McLaughlin et al. (2013) (see Equation S1), and statistically assesses ET as a function of PET and LAI$_m$ at six sites across Florida, representing a gradient of forest conditions. Cohen et al. (2018) describe long term mean monthly ET as.

$$ET_m = (0.11\text{LAI}_m + 0.38)\text{PET}_m$$

(3)

To compare with previously existing models, we also created a new statistical model for the present study to describe monthly ET as linearly related to monthly P, PET, and LAI$_m$. The regression was created using a random sample of approximately 70% of the basins, resulting in 34 basins for calibration and 14 basins for validation. We used watershed P, PET, ET, and LAI$_m$ WaSSI data for model calibration from the 2000–2012 time frame. Therefore, monthly ET is expressed as.

$$ET_m = 6.118 + 5.915\text{LAI}_m + 0.147\text{P}_m + 0.426\text{PET}_m$$

(4)

All three statistical methods (Equations 2–4) were compared against WaSSI modeled long term monthly ET for the validation subset of the original 48 watersheds (Fig. 3). Long term mean monthly P, PET, and LAI$_m$ were used by WaSSI for each watershed for 2000–2012 was used, since this was the range of temporal availability for empirical LAI$_m$. The WaSSI framework supplies a mean monthly (2000–2012) LAI$_m$ source from MODIS remote sensing (Zhao et al., 2005) for each land use type (crop, deciduous forest, evergreen forest, mixed forest, grassland, shrubland, wetland, water, urban, and barren) across HUC8 watersheds, although when simulating Q changes, only forest LAI (the aggregate of deciduous, evergreen, and mixed forest) can be modified. Note that the WaSSI LAI$_m$ data provided here were only used to validate the previously established ET regression models (Sun et al., 2011a and Cohen et al., 2018) as well as calibrate and validate the model developed in this study.

Equations (2) and (4) were therefore used to simulate management-induced changes on the monthly water budget, which were aggregated to the annual scale. Long term mean monthly values for P and PET across the 48 WaSSI watersheds were found by spatially averaging the values across the 55-year time horizon (1965–2015) to represent the general climate of the assessed region. These long term monthly PET and P values were held constant in each simulation to isolate the effect of management scenarios on the water budget. Simulated monthly ET values for each scenario were then compared to baseline LAI conditions in which stand age ($\geq$14 years old) and were aggregated to the annual scale, at which Equation (3) operates. Long-term mean annual Q was ultimately estimated via the long-term water budget, $Q = P - ET$.

3. Results

3.1. ET model validations

Fig. 3 illustrates the performance of the statistical models used to investigate water budget dynamics under the various management scenarios. All three ET models from Sun et al. (2011a), Cohen et al. (2018), and this study’s model performed well with significant fits at p-value < 0.001. The Sun et al. (2011a) and Cohen et al. (2018) models produced similar slopes and intercepts, and both had an $R^2 = 0.91$, which is notable since Sun et al. (2011a) calibrated their model using data from different sites around the world, and Cohen et al. (2018) used data from sites in Florida. This study performed the best overall, with the highest $R^2$ value and intercept value closest to zero at ~0.77. This make sense that the model in this study would perform best, given it was both calibrated and validated using WaSSI data, albeit different data subsets for each.

3.2. Management impacts on Q at the watershed scale

The WaSSI Q simulations included thinning (10%, 20%, 50%, 80% LAI reductions) and clear-cut (100% LAI reduction) conditions. Fig. 4A shows relative pine management scenario-based Q impacts (%) for each watershed arranged by increasing forest cover, where there was a positive linear relationship between pine management-induced Q increases and forest coverage. The positive relationship between Q response and forest cover proportion was generally the strongest for the clear-cut scenario (slope, $\beta = 0.41$) and the weakest under 10% thinning ($\beta = 0.04$), which is reasonable since a total clearing of a more forested watershed would sensibly yield a stronger Q response than one that is less forested. Lastly, linear predictive power decreased with LAI reduction, with $R^2$ ranging from 0.64 for 10% thinning to 0.57 for clear-cut (Table S1). Full results for the linear models, including standard errors for parameter estimates, are provided in Table S1.

Results showed that clear-cut yielded the greatest overall increase in mean annual Q across the 48 examined watersheds (Fig. 4B). Fig. 4C reveals that the variability in Q response across watersheds was greatest for the clear-cut scenario and least for 10% thinning. This is reasonable, since the 10% thinning scenario imposes the smallest overall effect on the water budget of all evaluated management and climate scenarios. The Q response to each management scenario varied spatially but did not show coherent spatial grouping or adjacency patterns (Fig. 5). There also were no notable differences in the Q responses between coastal and inland watersheds. Climatic characteristics like P and aridity index also did not show to have any effect on management-induced Q impacts. Instead, underlying biophysical mechanisms that characterized the
watersheds influenced Q response. The watersheds that were more forested (Figure S1A) experienced a greater Q response under 50% thinning, which is a relationship also supported by Fig. 4A.

3.3. Management impacts on Q at the plot scale

We employed two different plot-scale LAI estimates in this study, one statistical (McLaughlin et al., 2013) and one based on mechanistic processes (GYCB). Using these two LAI estimates as inputs, the three statistical water budget estimates yielded varying long term mean annual Q responses under thinning, short-rotation, and clear-cut management scenarios for each LAI estimate (Fig. 6). Like in the WaSSI simulations (Fig. 4), clear-cut provided the greatest increase in Q when compared to baseline conditions for both LAI estimates, followed by the next largest thinning scenarios (80% and 50%, respectively). Under short rotation conditions, the number of years in rotation (i.e., 10 versus 18 years) had a greater Q effect when McLaughlin et al. (2013) LAI was used when compared to GYCB LAI. Also, the Q response under each management scenario was overall greater for McLaughlin et al. (2013) LAI compared to GYCB LAI, because GYCB LAI is estimated as lower than that of McLaughlin et al. (2013). For both LAI methods, long term mean annual Q response under 50% thinning was larger than both short rotation scenarios, although GYCB LAI yielded a Q response that was smaller than 20% thinning under SR18. Consistently, the two statistical ET models, Sun et al. (2011a) and Cohen et al. (2018), produced the highest Q response for each scenario, while the statistical model derived in the current study produced the lowest Q response.

4. Discussion

We hypothesized that clear-cut conditions would yield the greatest Q increase, short rotation scenarios would yield a Q increase close to 50% thinning conditions, and management-induced Q effects are scale dependent, with Q response being greater at the plot rather than watershed scale. Both the WaSSI watershed and pine plantation plot simulations mostly supported our hypotheses. Clear-cut yielded the greatest Q increase, and SR10 with LAI derived from McLaughlin et al. (2013) was close to the Q impact of 50% thinning (Fig. 6A). This suggests that more intensive short-rotation management practices could have a similar water budget impact to 50% thinning on the plot scale, although GYCB LAI yielded a Q effect that was smaller under SR10 and SR18. Also, there were discrepancies in hydrologic impact between the two modeled spatial scales, where plot-scale analyses showed on average a larger Q impact with each management scenario. Overall, our results support the notion that landowners can mitigate local water supply shortages via biomass management practices, especially since they are operating at the plot-scale where hydrologic impacts can be more responsive to management strategies than at the watershed scale.

Sun et al. (2011a) calibrated their ET model using sites that comprised multiple ecosystem characteristics and encompassed three continents. Despite the physical site disparities, the model performed as well as for the 14 validation watersheds in the southeast as did the Cohen et al. (2018) model that was calibrated on pine plantations in the southeast. This study’s ET model performed only slightly better (R² = 0.94 compared to 0.91), which was calibrated on the watersheds in the assessed southeastern region. This could be a reason for why this study’s model showed lower Q impact than both Sun et al. (2011a) and Cohen et al. (2018). The high performance of Cohen et al. (2018) could be in part because the authors do not include P as a variable in their model, and the assessed region has a relatively low P variability across validation watersheds, with a range of 1,130 mm yr⁻¹ to 1,563 mm yr⁻¹ and a coefficient of variation equal to 0.09. Therefore, Cohen et al. (2018) may more easily capture the overall mean evaporative behavior of a system with comparatively spatially consistent P rates.

Aridity and P can theoretically play a role in resilience against management-induced land cover perturbations and their effect on the water budget. Liu et al. (2018) found that more energy-limited (i.e., humid) systems are less vulnerable to Q changes given thinning conditions. Figure S1 illustrates that P is generally higher and aridity is generally lower in the evaluated Florida watersheds than those in Georgia and Alabama. However, our results showed there was no difference in Q impact from management scenarios in watersheds that were humid versus those that were less humid, nor in watersheds with comparatively higher P. These results could be because the range of humidity is relatively small (1.03–1.41) for this region.

At the watershed scale, the distribution of the WaSSI modeled relative impacts on Q from various management scenarios was related to watershed biophysical characteristics. We found a positive linear relationship between management-induced Q changes and forest cover proportion based on WaSSI (Fig. 4A). This is physically reasonable, since it would be expected that a more forested watershed would yield a more detectable hydrologic impact due to a uniform change in forest cover (i.e., there is more forest to be deforested). Although our results indicated an increasingly positive relationship between Q impacts and forest
coverage, predictive power as denoted by $R^2$ decreased (Table S1). These results suggest that there is an increasingly variable hydrologic response under more extreme management conditions (i.e., greater decreases in LAI). Since these management scenarios were simulated as being uniformly applied on forests across the watershed, it is evident that other varying biophysical factors apart from forest coverage (such as the spatial distribution of forest LAI) are involved in mitigating Q response to land cover changes at the watershed scale. Some watersheds may therefore be more resilient to certain changes that impact Q rates.

Relative changes in Q due to management practices were different between the WaSSI watershed analyses and the statistical site-based approaches, with an average larger impact on Q under thinning and clear-cut conditions at the site rather than watershed scale. The plot-scale management-induced Q increases were variable across the two LAI methods and three ET methods, ranging from about 2%–51%. This range is corroborated by McLaughlin et al. (2013) and Susseta et al. (2017). However, Liu et al. (2018) assessed only one pine plantation over a smaller time frame (2006–2015) and found a comparatively smaller Q increase when pine biomass decreased. For our WaSSI watershed simulations, the range of Q impacts was 0%–25%, where the smallest values represented the management scenario of smallest impact (i.e., 10% thinning) in watersheds that had the lowest forest cover. The WaSSI results presented here are consistent with the national-scale WaSSI-based study by Sun et al. (2015), in which they showed that increased LAI reductions yielded increased Q rates of around 10–30% for the same evaluated region.

The differences between the watershed and plot-scale simulations are likely due to spatial discrepancies, in which plot-level pine LAI has a larger effect on ET dynamics than the WaSSI watershed-level forest LAI effects on ET. It is widely accepted that the impacts of land cover on water budget do not linearly scale up (Lawrence and Vandecar, 2015; Li et al., 2020; Zhang et al., 2017), in that plot-level perturbations could yield different relative impacts on Q than watershed or regional scale land cover perturbations. It is also worth noting that the ET models from Sun et al. (2011a) and Cohen et al. (2018) were calibrated at the plot scale, while this study’s ET model was calibrated using the WaSSI watershed data and applied to the plot scale. Moreover, for the WaSSI watershed analyses, the magnitude of Q change is influenced by the actual amount of forest coverage present in the watershed, since this is based on empirical data, whereas the plot simulations assume a system of uniform forest coverage. Lastly, the WaSSI algorithms are different than those of the statistical plot simulations and include multiple land cover types and other spatially varying biophysical attributes that impact hydrology. It is then feasible that over larger areas, relative land cover-induced changes on the water budget are less extreme, and instead hydrologic dynamics are governed mostly by climate at larger spatial scales (Boisier et al., 2014; Zhang et al., 2017).

This study has a few limitations. First, it would be ideal to compare the interannual variability of Q response under each management scenario instead of simply considering long term mean annual water availability. A future analysis may evaluate long term monthly Q responses from pine plantation management practices and therefore better characterize seasonal dynamics that can be compared with drier seasons that result in lower surface water availability. It additionally might be useful to assess Q responses under both climate and management practices in order to explore compounded effects on the water budget. Second, short-rotation management could not be applied in the WaSSI watershed analysis via the online platform, but a complementary study may consider the WaSSI model’s governing equations to assess the relationship between Q and LAI changes over time. Third, long term Q data availability under a variety of pine management scenarios at multiple spatial scales is lacking, therefore complicating true model validation. Despite these limitations, this work provides a solid baseline to assess a suite of management possibilities and their impacts on water availability at both plot and watershed scales. The results presented here are meaningful for landowners who seek to assess the product yield and hydrologic tradeoffs of different management practices.

5. Conclusions

Our results suggest that forest biomass is a major control of ET and water yield in the southeastern U.S. Evapotranspiration models developed for local conditions with limited forest structure information beyond LAI are sufficient for quantifying hydrologic response to forest bioenergy management. We considered multiple approaches that include process-based physical models as well as empirically-based statistical methods to capture ecohydrological dynamics at both the pine plantation plot and watershed scales in the southeastern U.S. The methods used here can serve as a foundation for integrating multiple techniques for assessing multi-scale water budget changes under a variety of management conditions.

Here we conclude water yield is highest under clear-cut conditions but still increases correspondingly with thinning intensity. Forest thinning therefore can yield optimized values for both biodiversity and water yield, despite not fully maximizing both ecosystem services. Ultimately, the increase in water yield under certain imposed management strategies can allow for increased local resilience to climate variability where water availability may be unpredictable, like in periods of drought. Landowners’ increased knowledge of the tradeoffs associated with practices within their local system provides for greater power of choice when deciding which potential strategies are most concurrent with their economic and ecological objectives.
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